Monthly Security Newsletter.
Did you meet Cyber McNasty?
We were delighted to receive so many positive responses from those who
recently attended our ‘Under the Radar’ webinar event!
Even though cybercriminal Cyber McNasty infiltrated the industry event - we
were delighted to hear that the content was valuable to so many.
Cybercrime is on the increase in our maritime community – we all need to
protect our most valuable assets from all cybercriminal organisations.
If you want to see how a cybercriminal like Cyber McNasty could target you
and your organisation watch the video on our YouTube channel – click here
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Do you use Facebook?
Global data hack discovered.
Facebook users data were leaked for free on hacking forum it has been discovered.
Around 533 million Facebook users have been affected by this data breach, with
phone numbers, Facebook ID, full name, location, past location, birth date, email
address, account creation date, relationship status, and personal bios available.
The data was hacked by exploiting a vulnerability that enabled automated scripts
to scrape Facebook users' public profiles and associated private phone numbers.
Facebook has since fixed the technology flaw.
Unfortunately the leaked information is still available and can be used to conduct attacks on the people listed in the leak. Emails can be
used for phishing attacks, phone numbers used for Smishing attacks (SMS phishing), and even SIM swaps to steal multi-factor
authentication codes.
We advise that all Facebook users be wary of strange emails or texts requesting further information or telling you to click on enclosed links.
Contact support@cssplatinum.com if you are concerned about this attack.

How Social Engineering is
targeting YOU!
In our webinar ‘Under the Radar’ we watched as cybercriminal Cyber McNasty
created a socially engineered cyber attack on the Captain and Crew of
Superyacht CSS Platinum.
Social Engineering is a method of cyber-attack which uses information gained
on an individual or organisation from the dark web to build bespoke profiles
and uses that data for targeted attacks.
Social engineering can involve months of reconnaissance on a target, gaining
intelligence, building a credible backstory for an attack. This can take time but
makes it plausible when the cyber-attacks starts to take place.
The information gained is critical. The cyber-attack can then take the form of a
personally tailored cyber attack, that may use one of the following based on the
intelligence gained:
Fear – Excitement - Curiosity – Anger – Guilt - Sadness

See how a socially engineered cyber attack happens:
We role play how a cybercriminal (Cyber McNasty) targets Crew members and the Captain of a superyacht in our webinar ‘Under the Radar’.
- Click here to watch the video on our YouTube channel
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